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farmer, the mechanic, the clergyman, the lawyer, the physician, the merchant, and in
short, to the man of business or of leisure, of any calling whatever, to become
practically scientific."11 It was emphasized that students would not only receive
literary exercises but also would be given proper development of manual abilities by
appropriate muscular exercises. In this way the student was to become familiar with
the most important scientific manipulations and "particularly with those which will be
most useful in the common concerns of life." Here was a direct challenge to and
eventually a source of keen competition for the literary colleges.
A third response was made by a few of the older colleges which attempted to
meet the competition by establishing affiliated schools of science separate from their
regular colleges but on the same campus. In this way the college could retain its
classical emphasis and give a traditional training to those students who wished to
become clergymen, teachers, scholars, or merely "cultured" persons, whereas the
scientific school could give a training to those who were intended for careers in
business or industry. Such were Sheffield Scientific School at Yale, Lawrence Scienti-
fic School at Harvard, Chandler School of Science at Dartmouth, and others at
Princeton, Pennsylvania, Columbia, and elsewhere.
The practical and technical studies offered in the private academies and colleges,
in West Point Military Academy (1802), and in the technological and scientific schools
made a direct contribution during the economic takeoff period of industrial produc-
tion which marked the two decades of the 1840s and 1850s. But despite the calls for
modernization, despite the efforts to transform the traditional arts colleges, neither
Jefferson's vision of a grand university, Ticknor's efforts to reform Harvard's academic
curriculum, nor Abbott's efforts to set up a parallel course won the day in the early
decades of the century. They remained undercurrents of modernizing dissent in a
massive sea of academic resistance.
The hand of the academic conservatives was strengthened by three unlikely
allies. The first was a resurgence of fundamentalist, sectarian religious revivals that
swept through the land and the colleges. Especially pronounced at Princeton and at
Yale, they became the pacesetters for those 182 permanent colleges founded before
the Civil War. Reenforcing the disciplinary and classical tone of the colleges, the
religious momentum set the seal on the college as a residential guardian standing in
loco parentis for the morals of students, as well as for their minds.
A second obstruction to change came from the extreme egalitarian and anti-intel-
lectual wing of Jacksonian democrats who did not believe that higher education could
benefit the working classes but was simply another bastion of privilege serving only the
establishment rulers of the day. The very idea of a university giving special training for
an intellectual career was seen to be an undemocratic symbol of inequality. At the
opposite pole politically was a third opponent to modernization in the universities, the
proslavery Southern landowners who listened nervously to the calls for greater access
to higher education for mechanics, farmers, and tradesmen, seeing them as somehow a
threat to their position. As the Civil War approached, a stifling atmosphere settled over
From a circular purporting to be the first prospectus of a school of science in the English
language, quoted in U.S. Bureau of Education Circular of Information, no. 3,1900, p. 484.

